


Introduction
The Genesis Global journey began in 2014 when some of 
the brightest minds in the gaming industry came together 
with the aim of producing an unparalleled experience for 
both players and partners alike.

Six years later, the Genesis Global journey is still 
travelling at full speed, with the group growing in size and 
product offering, operating no less than 13 brands and 
expanding in brand new markets, each of which bringing 
a unique challenge. Genesis Global currently employs 
over 180 staff in various offices in Europe, headquartered 
in Ta’ Xbiex, Malta; the group also prides itself on being 
an employer which favours diversity and thus, harnessing 
the potential of its multitalented and multicultural 
workforce to further evolve as an innovator in the field.



Operational 
Excellence
Our determination to continue to strive and grow has not 
compromised the group’s ability to create original and 
innovative products, with all our brands modelled around 
different themes in order to cater for every type of player.

Despite the variety of themes, players know what 
they will find at a Genesis casino brand: from the 
wide selection of games running into thousands, to 
the frequent promotions tailored around the players 
themselves, as well as an efficient and multilingual 
customer support service that is available 24/7. Besides 
support, Genesis also focuses on ensuring that its players 
have easy access to Responsible Gaming tools in line 
with its vision as a gaming operator who cares, and in full 
respect of the regulatory requirements of each market in 
which Genesis offers its products.



Quality and 
Diversity
Genesis casinos are known for their uncompromising 
quality and smooth running. No fine print, no hidden 
clauses, and a flawless gaming experience – these are 
hallmarks of what makes a Genesis brand. But beyond 
these cornerstones, Genesis has sought to diversify its 
offer, and also expand its borders.

It has done so with the launch of several casino brands, 
which are not only a sign of the group’s intention to 
expand, but also signal a new direction in the branding of 
new innovative casino products.

Kassu

Casoola

Kassu was launched towards the end of 2019. This casino, bearing 
a Finnish name, has achieved great success in other markets. The 
theme revolves around four men – Sean, Saul, Forge and Gringo – 
whose band (The Kassettes) didn’t exactly rock the music charts. 
Instead, they decided to turn to an activity they know best – casino 
– and they run it from a hipster café with the help of Noko, the 
“Fifth Kassette”, who is in charge of support, transactions and 
everything that happens behind the bar.

Casoola followed hot on the footsteps of Kassu in February 2020. 
Set in a robot underworld and led by towering pet-bot Caszilla, 
this casino presented players with a mad casino world run by 
hyperactive robots (and a human being who got caught in what 
was originally a virtual reality project). Casoola pushed the 
boundaries even further, where storytelling fused seamlessly with a 
solid under-the-bonnet setup.



Casino Planet
Casino Planet was the next brand to be launched in March 2020. 
In this busy, neon-lit city where the sun never rises, players can 
roam freely around the various neighbourhoods, choosing from 
the thousands of available games in the knowledge they were 
surrounded by a completely safe environment.

Casino Dome (Coming Soon)

Funbet

Casino Dome is next, with Genesis creating a “utopic” casino where 
everything revolves around The Dome, an authentic fountain of life. 
At Casino Dome, the focus is on providing “clean energy,” where 
players can not only feel free in this futuristic gaming environment, 
but also enjoy the entertainment opportunities brought by The 
Dome.

Finally, Funbet marks a landmark development for Genesis Global, 
which is now making its first steps in the world of sportsbook after 
months of hard work and development. Focusing on the aspect of 
“fun”, Funbet also takes responsible gaming very seriously. Beyond 
offering a localised sportsbook setup and numerous features, this 
sportsbook’s communication also focuses on asking players to keep 
their gambling in check.

Our mantra at Genesis Global is to do it again, but better 
- this can be seen in the way we’ve launched each of 
our unique new brands. Each has been created to offer 
players a different type of casino experience. Such strides 
forward will continue to make sure that our online casinos 
remain at the forefront of the industry, becoming a 
reference point not just for players and users but for other 
online casinos alike. 


